
It’s only Week 3 and our class already 

feels so close!  We spent the week 

continuing to explore how primary colors 

mix with together to create entirely new 

colors.   Children were invited to explore 

this concept through two different 

mediums; watercolor and shaving 

cream.  Children squealed with delight 

as they using shaving cream to mix 

together two colors and see what 

happens.  “Look I made purple!” Screamed one child with delight.  “I made 

orange!” replied another. 

We also took small groups of children into the front of the classroom to investigate 

this concept in a more focused setting.  Children were given two palettes; one had 

the three primary colors and the other was meant solely 

for mixing.  They were then instructed on how to use the 

watercolors properly; make sure to clean you brush 

after each new color, and be sure not put too much 

color or water on your brush in the process.  It’s a tricky 

concept to master at this age, but watercolors provide 

for an incredibly rich medium to express yourself.  It was 

interesting to observe which children were more 

engaged with the way the colors mixed on the paper, 

while some were much more fascinated by the way 

the colors mixed in their water.   
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This week, Jennifer and I have also been 

amazed in our observations of how flexible and 

inclusive this group of children already are.  

When a friend was upset today because she felt 

left out, almost the entire class took it upon 

themselves to rush over and see how they could 

help.  Some asked, “are you okay?”, while other 

affirmed, “you should apologize, she’s sad!”  

When a friend asks to join in on play, they are 

welcomed with open arms, and often given a 

task or role to play.  They’ve also successfully 

navigated “turn-taking” extremely successfully 

and without much adult support.  They want to 

make sure that resource distribution is fair for 

everybody, and are willing to put in the work to 

figure out how to make this happen.   

This wonderfully empathetic group of children are already forming meaningful 

bonds and looking out for one another.  It’s hard to imagine how much more they 

will continue to grow together as the year 

progresses, but we can’t wait to witness it all!   
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Materials & Activities: Mixing with watercolors, 
shaving cream & tempera paint 

1 Space: Cat Facts & play 

STEM Space: Pattern Puzzle
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